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＜0.05）．統計解析には，SPSS Statistics ver .20を
用いた．
図1　実験条件
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出現時間（％） 77.6±8.0 68.1±17.1＊ 70.0±11.271.7±8.168.1±14.572.1±15.9
平均値 ± 標準偏差 n=11 *：p<0.05
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Abstract
　In this research, the objective was to clarify the influence of the axis placement on the one-foot propulsion at the 
start of driving and during the driving operation from the loaded dynamics of the foot, and obtain basic information 
on the wheelchair propulsion. We measured each load value at the 1st, 3rd, and 4th groundings and the time from 
the start of grounding to the first appearance, and compared the axis placement of the rear wheels with the two 
conditions of the reference position and the front position. As a result, the time to the maximum value at the time of 
the first grounding showed a significantly low value at the leading position compared to the front position. 
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